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North Korea has allowed more citizens access to smartphones and an isolated intranet,
offering residents who can afford it a new way to communicate and giving the dictatorship
new opportunities to monitor its people and bolster its powers.

Defectors interviewed by The Wall Street Journal and recent visitors to Pyongyang said
mobile phones are becoming more commonplace, and status symbols. One woman who
recently defected said wielding a smartphone at first made her feel proud.

Her views changed, she said, after learning that the government employed people to
monitor the devices around the clock.

How North Korea Is Using Smartphones as Weapons of Mass Surveillance

As smartphones and mobile devices become more common in North Korea, technology
isn’t just improving communication; it’s giving the government a powerful tool to spy on its
people. The Wall Street Journal investigates Pyongyang’s sophisticated surveillance
technologies. Photo: Paolo Bosonin

“There is no country which monopolizes and controls successfully the internet and
information as North Korea does,” said Kang Shin-sam, an expert on North Korean
technology and co-head of the International Solidarity for Freedom of Information in
North Korea, a nonprofit based in South Korea.

North Korea now has about four million mobile-phone subscribers—roughly one-sixth of
the population and four times the number in 2012, according to an estimate by Kim Yon-
ho, a senior researcher at Johns Hopkins University’s School of Advanced International
Studies. Mr. Kim used data from an Egyptian cellphone-service provider in North Korea
and South Korean government assessments.

That pales next to South Korea, which has 123 mobile-phone subscriptions per 100
inhabitants, according to 2016 data from the United Nations’ International
Telecommunication Union.

North Korean smartphones are made by domestic manufacturers or assembled from
imported Chinese parts and cost up to $500, defectors said. Top-of-the-line models look
like iPhones and carry names like “Arirang Touch,” a nod to a Korean folk song.
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A woman uses a mobile phone as she waits at a bus stop in Pyongyang in April. Photo:
ED JONES/AFP/Getty Images

Nearly all North Korean phones, tablets, laptops and computers run on locally developed
operating systems that are stocked with censorship and surveillance tools and cut users
off from the outside world’s internet, according to researchers and groups that work with
defectors.

Computers either run a system called Red Star or a localized version of Microsoft
Windows; smartphones and tablets run on localized versions of Android.

The operating systems direct users to a curated intranet loaded with Kim Jong Un
speeches and recipes of North Korean dishes. An online business-to-business shopping
website offers products from about 150 local retailers. A travel site allows North Koreans
to plan domestic vacations.

The intranet also hosts websites of state-media outlets that offer boundless coverage of
the country’s missile program, according to Martyn Williams, who runs a North Korea-
focused tech blog.
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North Korean students use computer terminals in Pyongyang in June. Photo: Wong
Maye-E/ASSOCIATED PRESS

E-books are available, too, from a selection confined to offerings such as “With the
Century,” the eight-volume autobiography of the country’s founder, Kim Il Sung. With
slow intranet speeds, though, it could take several days to download a single book,
according to a North Korean defector.

The Red Star system and the preloaded surveillance software allow Pyongyang to
monitor behavior, said Florian Grunow, a German researcher who has analyzed North
Korean gadgetry. Authorities can use the software to remotely delete files from a
computer and can block users from sharing files, he said.

A tool called TraceViewer that Mr. Grunow found on a North Korean tablet PC records
app usage and intranet browsing history. The software takes random screenshots; users
can see the screenshots on their devices, but can’t delete them.

“In an Orwellian sense, North Korea is innovating on surveillance,” said Priscilla Moriuchi,
director of strategic threat development at Recorded Future, an intelligence firm, and a
former head of the U.S. National Security Agency’s East Asia and Pacific cyberthreats
office. By mandating that certain technologies be installed on mobile devices, Ms.
Moriuchi said, North Korea could be establishing a playbook for other authoritarian
regimes.

Phone usage is monitored, and mostly limited to calls, texts, photos and gaming,
defectors and researchers said. Smartphone users face random stops by police who
check their phones’ contents, defectors said.
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The woman who recently defected said if conversations in her home ever became critical
of the government she would place her phone in another room as a precautionary
measure—even though no one was really even sure if that would help.

A man talks on his mobile phone as he and other commuters ride in an electric trolley in
downtown Pyongyang in July. Photo: Wong Maye-E/Associated Press

“We were quite ignorant and didn’t know much about it,” she said.

North Korea’s intranet first became widely available in the early 2000s, when computer
ownership and some initial cellphone ownership began to spread, according to
researchers and defectors.

In 2004, a suspected assassination attempt on then-leader Kim Jong Il, allegedly
triggered by a wireless handset, led to a five-year ban on mobile phones.

The regime began allowing the devices again in 2009, a concession that some experts
attributed to Pyongyang’s desire to endear the government to local citizens.

“North Koreans aren’t completely oblivious to the outside world,” said Arnold Fang, a
researcher at Amnesty International. “In order to keep people happy, the North Korean
government needs to show they are living a life of quality that is comparable to
neighboring countries.”

Some early electronic devices offered a window outward, defectors said, as some
residents used them to watch smuggled TV dramas from South Korea or elsewhere,
stored on thumb drives or memory cards. But newer devices, powered by operating
systems loaded with tighter monitoring, have made it more difficult to get away with such
illicit consumption of foreign media.
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Phones typically are connected to the Koryolink mobile network, established in 2008 by a
joint venture between the North Korean government and Egypt-based Orascom Telecom
Media and Technology Holding SAE.

In recent years, Orascom encountered problems trying to repatriate profits, and a rival
government firm, Byul, emerged. Byul has undercut Koryolink on the rates charged if
users exceed monthly limits of roughly 200 minutes and 20 text messages, according to
Mr. Kim, the Johns Hopkins researcher.

The Egyptian company has no immediate plans of leaving North Korea, though it so far
has only repatriated a “very minimal” amount of profits from the country, said Orascom
Chairman Naguib Sawiris. A merger with Byul was discussed, but the North Korean
government objected, he said.

Mr. Sawiris said Orascom is compliant with all U.N. resolutions and has offered a utility
service that has long predated the sanctions. “We believe allowing [a] population to
communicate is a good thing,” he said.

An extremely small number of North Korean elite have access to the external internet—
mainly researchers, government officials and party members whose jobs require
information from the outside world, according to Ms. Moriuchi.

These elites have obtained access through a connection ultimately run by China Unicom
that has been in operation since 2010, but in October, a researcher at 38 North, a North
Korea-focused blog, identified a second internet connection provided by a Russian state-
owned company, TransTeleCom.

TransTeleCom didn’t respond to a request for comment.

Some experts see the spread of technology in North Korea, and the extent to which it
offers a window to the outside world, as a potential threat to the Kim regime. Pyongyang’s
traditional tools of power over its people—propaganda and ruling by terror—are
beginning to diminish in effectiveness, former North Korean diplomat Thae Yong Ho said
in U.S. congressional testimony in November. “The domestic system of control is
weakening as the days go by,” he said.

But some experts said that with the current limits on access, they doubt smartphones and
online activity will do anything but strengthen the regime.

“As long as North Koreans primarily consume the propaganda from the state, I don’t see
it having a short-term destabilizing effect,” said Ross Rustici, head of intelligence
research at Cybereason, a cybersecurity firm, and a former U.S. Department of Defense
analyst.

—Min Sun Lee contributed to this article.
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